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Abstract

The life of woodland area management based totally on commonplace forest regulation has been practiced by the Acehnese. This pastime is done via the wooded area Pavang commonplace organization which has been shown in Aceh Qanun No. 10 of 2008 regarding Customary Institution. This has a look at uses empirical prison research with a qualitative approach the use of primary information and secondary information. In acquiring number one records, respondents and informants had been decided. The effects of research in North Aceh District, forest control based totally on commonplace wooded area regulation has not been practiced optimally. It can be visible that there are nevertheless numerous sub-districts in North Aceh that don't but have the woodland Pavang Customary Institution. Paradoxically, this sub-district has a huge forest area. Then the sub-district authorities and community leaders also do now not understand approximately the woodland Pavang commonplace organization as confirmed in the Aceh Governance regulation and the Qanun on customary institutions. The woodland Pavang customary organization additionally does now not have the capacity and information of forest management based totally on customary wooded area law, so they have no longer been maximal in carrying out their responsibilities. There are numerous limitations in forest management primarily based on Customary law by the wooded area Pavang, such as infrastructure and types of networks and local government cooperation.
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1. Introduction

Forests are an essential source of wealth in defense and meeting the wishes of living things, together with fit-to-be-eaten plants, medicinal plants, and other plants that contribute to growing people's incomes.1 Forests additionally function as a source of water for all residing matters) to preserve life.2 Forests as an environment wherein hundreds of thousands of vegetation and fauna are domiciled wish to be maintained nicely with proper handling. Forests are not the handiest a company of water assets, however additionally as oxygen producers and characteristic to soak up carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide is wanted by using flowers to carry out photosynthesis. The existence of forests additionally serves to save you from floods, landslides, and erosion.3

---

Good-sized woodland damage, ecosystem factors are also broken, and water stream for rice fields and irrigation is decreased to come to be the main obstacles.\textsuperscript{4} Given the dangers posed by using the high rate of wooded area degradation and deforestation on human lifestyles and destiny generations, the need to manipulate forests and manipulate the conservation of forest resources is a shared duty of the government and the network.\textsuperscript{5}

However, indigenous peoples who live around the woodland area, have considered the woodland as the house of life that must be preserved. They make the forest their most important supply of livelihood to support life.\textsuperscript{6} Forests as an image of existence are a visualization of the writer's award for forests given to indigenous peoples, wherein there's interdependence among indigenous peoples and forests.\textsuperscript{7}

Forest control based totally on nearby expertise is one approach to herbal resource management that puts the expertise and environmental awareness of indigenous peoples.\textsuperscript{8} Further, indigenous peoples have sturdy cultural roots and are normally included in beliefs whose practice includes conventional structures.\textsuperscript{9} Woodland area control based totally on local expertise has come to be popular as a method of woodland control that includes the community. The potential to modify tribal communities performs an essential role in nearby-based wooded area management as coverage that brings essential adjustments in woodland conservation and the direction of ecological balance.\textsuperscript{10}

Woodland area control in Aceh, other than relying on formal felony sources, is likewise guided by way of normal law as a nearby awareness. forest control based totally on nearby awareness has existed because of the reign of Sultan Iskandar Muda. The people of Aceh have
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controlled and utilized forests based totally on nearby wisdom, which is chaired by way of the Pawang of woodland.\textsuperscript{11}

The Pawang of the forest is one of the standard institutions as stipulated in Qanun (regional guidelines on the provincial and district/metropolis ranges) variety 10 of 2008 concerning normal institutions. The Pawang of forest has the authority to preserve wooded area sustainability and make selections by way of considering numerous elements for no unusual interest and no longer unfavorable to the environment.\textsuperscript{12} Indigenous peoples used to apprehend the significance of forests as a place to earn a dwelling, aid carriers, conservation regions, water carriers, and different features.\textsuperscript{13}

North Aceh Regency is one of the regencies that still have 27 sub-districts and 19 sub-districts which might be regions that have widespread forests as a source of network lifestyles. Now, deforestation and forest degradation are getting better\textsuperscript{14} and raise public anxiety about natural disasters. This article analyzes the concept of customary law-based forest management as local wisdom in North Aceh Regency.

2. Method

This research is empirical legal research with a qualitative approach that uses primary data and secondary data. This activity has been carried out for 6 months, namely from July to December 2020 in North Aceh Regency, Aceh, Indonesia. In obtaining primary data, respondents and informants have been determined. The determination of respondents and informants was carried out by purposive sampling by selecting certain people who could represent the needs of this research.\textsuperscript{15} The respondents in this study were the Pawang of Forest and Mukim Customary Institutions in the sub-Districts of Sawang, Nisam, Langkahan, Pirak Timu, Paya Bakong, and Geuredong Pasee in North Aceh Regency. The informants selected in this study were indigenous

people leaders, the sub-district head, the sub-District Military Commander, the sub-district Police Chief and the North Aceh Forest Stakeholder Unity Agency. Primary data collection was done through structured and in-depth interview techniques, which were submitted to respondents and informants. This research also carried out a literature study from various libraries and internet media as secondary records. The consequences of records and records collection thru library studies are used as a basis for answering troubles. Then an inductive verification takes a look at is completed on the modern-day data determined in the network. The cutting-edge records in society are primarily a good way to be labeled in a simple taxonomic process related to numerous crucial troubles and topics. The records that have been collected and have long past thru the degrees of verification, categorization, and discount, may be checked for validity. Validation of this information could be carried out on two levels. the first is accomplished from documents, books, magazines, newspapers or leaflets, or other written substances with journal articles that have been written by way of previous researchers on associated issues.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. The Concept of Local Wisdom in Aceh

North Aceh Regency is one of the regencies in the Aceh Province. That is located at the westernmost tip of the island of Sumatra in the State of Indonesia and is located on the coast and highlands. North Aceh Regency consists of 27 sub-districts and 852 villages. Currently, the forest area in North Aceh Regency reaches 43,000 hectares, whereas in the last 3 years the forest loss has reached 24,000 hectares. North Aceh Regency has three protected forests, namely in the sub-Districts of Paya Bakong, Langkahan, and Pirak Timu. The existence of the protected forest has now been damaged by the encroachment of forest products. There are 2 main causes of forest destruction, namely: first, illegal logging, and second, the clearing of new land by plantation entrepreneurs.

Indigenous people leaders stated that in the North Aceh Regency area there was already a permit for the use of industrial forest products and the opening of oil palm plantations which included a protected forest in the Pirak Timu sub-district. This activity has been carried out by a private plantation company that takes care of the central government's licensing without paying attention to the presence of the community in the location. Around the protected forest, a Conservation Response Unit (CRU) has been established as a place for elephant conservation so
that elephant conflicts in North Aceh Regency can be minimized. As a result of forest destruction, floods often occur every year which damage houses and garden crops.

Indigenous people in North Aceh Regency have used the forest as a source of livelihood in fulfilling their daily lives. Indigenous people collect forest products such as by taking forest products such as wood, rattan, and forest honey, hunting for stars, medicinal plants, ornamental plants, and plants for food.16

In indigenous societies, there are groups and prohibitions in the utilization of forests that have additionally been carried out by the historic society. Some guidelines and prohibitions inside the use of forests, particularly: (a) Prohibition of felling timber: (i) inside six hundred meters from springs, lakes, reservoirs, and others. (ii) within 60 meters of the frame of a huge river. (iii) within 30 meters of the tributary body. (iv) at the top of a mountain, on a steep element, and at a distance two times its depth from an abyss; (b) Prohibition at the established order of garden homes, i.e., garden houses, shall no longer be made in the direction of untamed animals and subtle creatures inhabiting the jungle. lawn residence materials need to no longer use wood wrap boxes, it is believed to ask snakes; (c) Prohibition on grasshoppers, that is, the community is not allowed to cling material on timber, to connect machetes to tree stumps, it's far believed to purpose grasshopper pests; (d) Prohibition of answering, that is, refraining from calling at the same time as screaming within the woodland or field, believed to bring pests of rats, deer, deer, monkeys and hedgehogs; (e) Prohibition of deforestation whilst the paddy is yellowing, this is, the prohibition of cutting down timber while the paddy might be harvested, will carry flea pests; (f) Prohibition of cutting down timber when it's far raining or whilst the rice is complete due to the fact it is able to carry locust pests, hundreds of thousands of locusts will eat young rice stalks so that the harvest fails; (g) paying attention to how to cut huge bushes so as now not to drop small trees, it'll destroy the sustainability of the wooden; (h) Land clearing need to be aware of the seasons, so that there is no massive land fireplace; (i) There are timber that cannot be reduce down, including Merbou wooden.

Concerning the logging system, the Aceh community used to obey it, but now each community does not heed the recommendations and prohibitions. Humans assume more approximately fulfilling their daily wishes using farming or cutting wood. Deforestation for

clearing new land, even burning forests is encroaching on different forests. As a result, river water is decreasing which significantly impacts the water supply for community needs.

The existence of the Pawang of a woodland area in North Aceh Regency is already known via the network. When doing its features and authority, the Pawang of woodland remains based on hereditary enjoyment. The Pawang of woodland does not yet apprehend the life of the standard institution Qanun which strengthens the life of the Pawang of woodland. In sporting out its position, the Pawang of woodland has not been maximal in carrying out his obligations and features as expected inside the Qanun of customary establishments. The Qanun is an elaboration of the mandate in the Aceh authority’s regulation that emphasizes the popularity of nearby understanding for Aceh, which includes in forming normal institutions with every assignment and authority, consisting of the standard organization of the Pawang of woodland.

The Qanun on customary institutions is an elaboration of the mandate in the Aceh Government law that emphasizes the recognition of local wisdom for Aceh, including in forming customary institutions with each task and authority, including the Pawang of woodland Customary Institution.

The role of the Pawang of a woodland area in carrying out his obligations and functions has not been as much as anticipated inside the Qanun of normal establishments. this is because it's far prompted by way of numerous barriers, namely: (i) lack of coordination among the government at the sub-district and district stages with Pawang of woodland area, (ii) the life of plantation entrepreneurs who do no longer involve Pawang of a forest, (iii) the shortage of community awareness in the usage of forests following a course of the Pawang of a forest, (iv) lack of knowledge in sporting out their duties and functions and not expertise the existence of the Qanun on customary institutions, (v) lack of financial assistance from the government, (vi) Pawang of the forest do now not dare to face strain and threats from events related to the trouble of unlawful logging.

The lives of customary institutions in Aceh have a very strategic and sizable position in structuring, planting, and supervising the behavior of the community through the relevant standard functionaries. The traditional group has a basic characteristic and functions as a vehicle for network participation in the management of Aceh authorities and Regency/city Governments in the fields of safety, peace, harmony, and public order.17

Customary institutions in supplying offerings to the community. That has 3 important roles, particularly: first, growing jobs for its citizens. All people are ordinary to work in the territory of a normal organization. Second, provide opportunities for anyone to work in an efficient economy, consisting of farming, gardening, fishing, and taking forest product merchandise in the market. Third, the educating competencies for its participants, along with farming techniques, gardening, fishing, and catching fish as well as unity among participants.\(^{18}\)

As for local wisdom associated with smart and prudent woodland management, it has been practiced from era to era in indigenous peoples in Aceh through the Pawang of woodland customary institutions.\(^{19}\) The Pawang of the woodland area has the authority to manage forests so that sustainability and sustainability may be maintained for future generations. The function of the Pawang of woodland as a castle in retaining and dealing with forests using linking local know-how is one of the customs in indigenous peoples in Aceh that's regulated via a prison umbrella according to the lives of indigenous peoples.\(^{20}\) The principal step of the Pawang of woodland in imparting direct understanding for residents around the woodland could be very necessary so that all residents have a sense of responsibility in dealing with the woodland with the period ‘village fence’.

The Pawang of woodland has a completely crucial and strategic position in instructing and welcoming forest communities to be inclined and able to be worried about sustainable wooded area control. Hierarchically, the placement of the Pawang of forest in each village is under the coordination of the Village Head who has a self-reliant and independent venture as a central authority partner in keeping with his stage, both at the village, sub-district, district, and so forth.

The Pawang of woodland area is an element of standard establishments that can be answerable for forest control based on the territorial boundaries of a village. The functions of the Pawang of forest are: (1) to perform farming customs; (2) supervise and impose commonplace prohibitions on farming; (3) a tax collector of 10% for the king; (4) solve disputes related to violations of standard wooded area law.\(^{21}\) Furthermore, the Pawang of the woodland area

---


additionally serves as a guide in numerous ceremonial sports for forest customs, which include a feast to welcome the harvest within the fields.

The presence of the Pawang of woodland in line with Qanun variety 10 of 2008 concerning customary institutions is selected with the aid of the community across the forest through forest region community deliberations each 6 (six) years. But, in North Aceh Regency there are nevertheless areas that have forests, but there's no the Pawang of woodland. They even ignore those institutions that aren't concerned with wooded area control. Further, the role of the Pawang in woodland has now not been maximized, causing limitations in woodland management primarily based on nearby information. This can also reduce the manipulation over the indiscriminate use of forests that may affect nature, causing herbal disasters together with drought on agricultural land, floods, and landslides.

The involvement of the Pawang of Forest is very rare in various forest management activities with elements of the district government. Previously, the Pawang of Forest had been recorded by the district government and that were always involved in forest management activities. After changing forest management under the Forest Management Unity Agency in 2017, the existence of the Pawang of Forest is decreasing. This, of course, reduces the spirit to provide space for Customary Institutions to maintain their existence as mandated by laws and Qanun.

The North Aceh Regency Government and the Forest Management Unity Agency in North Aceh Regency urgently need to take several actions, namely: (i) maximally increasing and empowering Forest Guardians following the mandate of the Qanun of Customary Institutions; (ii) conduct socialization and training for the Pawang of Forest Customary Institution; (iii) establish communication with the Pawang of wooded area and various parties related to woodland control. This movement is which will put into effect wooded area control based on neighborhood know-how. This control can substantially lessen wooded area damage that threatens deforestation and woodland degradation.

3.2. Customary Law and Customary Institutions in Aceh

Local wisdom is the know-how, thoughts, information, beliefs, expertise, and customs of indigenous peoples which are taken into consideration true to be implemented, are traditional, inherited, and developed within a certain time frame, and are the result of reciprocity between the

---

community and the surroundings.\textsuperscript{23} Local knowledge is stimulated by way of the lifestyle of indigenous peoples. it is born from the values and behavior inside the order of lifestyles of the people in a system that is not quick and its continuity is passed down from era to generation.\textsuperscript{24} Local wisdom features as conservation and preservation of herbal sources, improvement of human assets, improvement of way of life and technology, advice, notion, literature and taboos, social means, ethical and moral means, and political meaning.\textsuperscript{25}

At the international legal level, the concept of local wisdom has been recognized in the ILO Convention No. 169 of 1989 concerning Indigenous Peoples and Indigenous Peoples. The convention has emphasized the scope of local knowledge, especially in the management of wooded resources, namely indigenous and tribal. In the Indonesian Constitution, Article 18B paragraph (2) of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia, states that indigenous peoples are legitimate, constitutionally recognized, and respected as individuals who have rights and obligations. Local wisdom in managing forest resources is confirmed in the Constitutional Court's decision that there are three legal subjects in the Forestry Law, namely: the State; Custom Society; and individuals.

Local wisdom that exists in indigenous peoples in Aceh has been revitalized through the legality of legislation.\textsuperscript{26} Local understanding is an inseparable part of the day-by-day life of indigenous peoples in Aceh. Local wisdom in indigenous peoples in Aceh is very rich and covers numerous elements of life, inclusive of culture, politics, authorities, economy, livelihoods, social and network, worship and how to live together, training, nature, environmental conservation, and others. consequently, nearby know-how in indigenous peoples in Aceh covers the entire motion of the life of indigenous peoples in Aceh which is very wide.\textsuperscript{27} The neighborhood expertise, together with the environment, can be realized in social values, commonplace norms, ethics, belief systems, traditional spatial making plans patterns, as well as easy environmentally pleasant system, and generation. The social sources which have been inherited from era to generation have established
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effective in retaining the environment, in addition to making sure the sustainability of the social environment.\textsuperscript{28}

The treasures of cultural customs in woodland control are inherent in the lives of indigenous peoples in Aceh. This is a local expertise that upholds the values of ecological sustainability. Neighborhood expertise in dealing with forests consists of tactics for woodland usage, processes for commencing fields and gardens, strategies for managing Tualang wood, approaches for looking, techniques for sharing benefits, and techniques for slicing wood.\textsuperscript{29}

Aceh is a place that extraordinarily respects the customs of its humans. The beliefs of indigenous peoples in Aceh are deeply rooted in residing traditions so they're capable of manipulating behavior in the scope of the prevailing customary law.\textsuperscript{30} In addition, materially and officially, customary regulation comes from the network itself or is the desire of the organization. consequently, prison compliance will stay if the will of the group is recognized and upheld together because it's miles this organization's desire that reasons the emergence and protection of moral obligations for society. Sometimes the indigenous people of Aceh view that the standard sanctions imposed on those who violate the provisions of customs are more psychologically pressured than the sanctions within the countrywide regulation itself.\textsuperscript{31}

Customary regulation in Aceh in the practice of environmental conservation is still executed in human beings' lives and needs to be maintained thru training. Customary regulation in environmental conservation exercise consists of wooded area customs, rice discipline customs, plantation customs, farming customs, looking customs, swallow nests customs, honeybee customs, animal husbandry customs, customs for other residing creatures, and mining customs for agricultural merchandise.\textsuperscript{32} The woodland customary law consists of values in keeping forests so that they may be sustainable and sustainable within the lives of the Acehnese people. it's also a glue and unifier in social existence led with the aid of the customary institution.
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Customary establishments which have evolved inside the lives of indigenous peoples in Aceh from the past until now have a vital position in fostering cultural values, commonplace norms, and rules to understand safety, order, peace, harmony, and welfare for the Acehnese people according to Islamic values. Similarly, customary institutions are additionally characteristic as a vehicle for network participation within the management of government affairs, development, and society. This indicates that commonplace establishments in Aceh play functions as executive, legislative, and judicial.33

Since ancient times, indigenous peoples in Aceh have used commonplace law in solve diverse problems that occur in their everyday lives. These guidelines are taken from the proverb that is very popular in Aceh, namely: “Adat under Po Teumeureuhom, Hukom under Syiah Kuala, Qanun under Putroe Phang, Reusam under Lakseumana” (that the meaning is Customary is controlled by the customary institution, Law is controlled by the Supervisory Agency, Regulations are controlled by the Legislative Body, and Ruler is controlled by the Commander). This proverb means that Po Teumeureuhom is a symbol of executive strength and the greatness of the land of Aceh, Syiah Kuala is a cleric as the holder of Judicial power, Putroe Phang is the institutionalization of intellectuals maintaining legislative strength and Admiral is an image of might and electricity know-how in regulating the range of customs determined in indigenous peoples in Aceh.34

Previously, a customary institution in Aceh had existed, but that was lost with Law Number 5 of 1979 concerning village government. Then through Law Number 44 of 1999 concerning the Implementation of Aceh's Privileges, it has become a milestone for the rebirth of customary organization in Aceh. The privileges stated in this law are as defined in Article 1 paragraph 8, particularly: special authority to prepare spiritual lifestyles, customs, training, and the position of ulama (spiritual leader of Muslims) in figuring out nearby regulations. It is miles similarly emphasized in regulation number eleven of 2006 regarding the authorities of Aceh, Article 98 paragraph (3) has emphasized that standard establishments have the authority to solve social problems. And Article 99 paragraph (2) states that the development of traditional life and customs is carried out following the development of Aceh's privileges and specialties based on Islamic sharia values.

In sporting out the mandate of the regulation at the government of Aceh, Aceh Qanun variety 10 of 2008 regarding customary institutions became a fashion. In Article 1 paragraph (9) its miles stated that the commonplace organization is an indigenous human’s business enterprise shaped via a positive standard regulation community that has a certain vicinity and has its very own assets and has the right and authority to alter and manage and remedy matters regarding Acehnese customs.

4. Conclusion

The concept of customary law-based woodland management as local wisdom of indigenous peoples in North Aceh Regency is currently running low. Customary Law on forests is not implemented as recommended and prohibited in forest use. This is a rule that indigenous peoples need to maintain first in adapting to the forest. According to indigenous peoples, forests contain warnings such as which trees can be cut or not, so as not to cause disaster for the area.

The life of the Pawang of the forest as a customary institution that manages forests in North Aceh Regency has not been maximized. thus far, the Pawang of the wooded area has only finished his duties based totally on experience and lacks the expertise of the functions and government as stated inside the Qanun on commonplace establishments. This is also an obstacle in implementing forest management based on customary regulations, environmental awareness, and assistance from traditional institutions as stated in the Aceh government regulations and Qanun on customary establishments.

As a consequence, factors on the sub-district, sub-district, district navy, and police chief tiers must be invited to participate in a verbal exchange with the wooded area commander so that it will support the feature of the Pawang of wooded area in handling forests based on customary regulation as local know-how of indigenous peoples regulation enforcement for all those involved in logging offerings from carpenters, shipping drivers, warehouse collectors, if essential to consumers of massive quantities of timber need to be taken.
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